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We Would Like To See

Too often we hear the statement that the organizations and groups on our campus are not living up to their names; they are too pretentious. Too often this statement is very true.

Next month most of these organizations and groups will hold their last meetings of the school year. We suggest that at these meetings definite steps be taken toward making these organizations what they should be next fall.

We would like to see:

—Honor societies in subject matter areas have programs worthy of honor societies and members worthy of belonging to honor societies.
—Kappa Delta Pi and Who's Who elections determined on the basis of qualifications and not popularity.
—all groups work with each other in a spirit of cooperation to further the interests of the school to unify the student body, instead of competing with each other and adding to the breakdown of school spirit.
—so-called "leaders" do some of the work themselves instead of taking all the credit and shoveling the work on someone else.
—many students do their own work instead of borrowing term papers, book reports, lesson plans, etc.
—more interest and participation on the part of faculty members in student extra-curricular activities, such as football games, dances, club meetings.
—faculty members willing to spend some time after classes to talk with students who may have personal problems.
—students feel free to talk to faculty members and administrators without the fear that these people are "OGRES"—students do things because they want to do them and not because they want to gain recognition.

New Officers

During the SGA Assembly last Tuesday, Tom Mullins, SGA president, gave a resume of the year's activities. He said that during the past year the SGA had "tried to be as liberal as possible.

There is some controversy about this statement. Some students say the SGA was too liberal. Others say it was too conservative.

A definite conclusion about this statement cannot be formed. The answer depends on what one means by "liberal." But, something else is definite. New SGA officers have been elected. It is important for them to manage the SGA next year. It is up to them to sincerely work for the interests of the students.

The Student Government Association is changing the SGA card to a plastic laminated identification card. It is imperative that all students planning to return to school next year fill in the form below and return it to the box in front of the Snack Bar. Any student failing to do so will not receive SGA card next year, consequently losing his right to SGA activities.

NAME: ____________________________

CLASS: ____________________________

HOME ADDRESS: ____________________________

DATE OF BIRTH: ____________________________

HEIGHT: ____________________________

COLOR HAIR: ____________________________

COLOR EYES: ____________________________
April 25, 1960
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NEWS/ANNOUNCEMENTS

Merce Cunningham

Dance Symposium Views
Cunningham Artistry

The Modern Dance Club presented Merce Cunningham, one of America's most prominent interpretive dancers, at its college symposium on April 23. The mid-morning and afternoon session included a performance of the Montclair campus program of Merce Cunningham's master works, of modern technique in which the imaginative and physical education majors took part.

In the series will be Pueblo Indians, by Hubert and featuring a cast headed by David Casas, David and Correlli poli.

Impressions of Art

by Louise Nider

The Fine Arts Department is presenting an exhibit of art work by students of Red Bank High School. A variety of techniques and materials have been used to create these works. Art teachers of Red Bank High School are of alabaster, plaster, ceramic, bronze and sandstone. The sculptural and pottery forms take the basic shape of the lines of water, and in some instances appear to have been excavated from a well.
Cindermen Victorious In Two Outings

Travel to East Stroudsburg to gain their second victory in succession.

Leonard, Rice
Tennis Captains

Coach Gazdag has announced that Leonard and Rice have been chosen co-captains of the tennis team.

Bob Leonard, after a year of study at the University of Madrid in Spain, will hold down the number one spot and will add a great deal of strength to the club with his powerful service and repeated play.

Dave Rice will play in the number two spot, followed by Jim Dunn as number three. Bruce Trull will be number four, Dave Stults will be number five and which Campansalli.

Mr. Gazdag, a professional Reading, Pennsylvania, and assistant referee in the A A U, has decided that Montclair State will have much more results than last year. Last summer while competing in professional play, Coach Gazdag earned enough money to take a trip back to his home continent of Europe.

He is also coordinator of the Tennis Club and has expressed a desire to see student interest in this club increased, as he feels it is where people develop as tennis and develop as a tennis player.

Mr. Gazdag also hopes to see enough student interest to start a women's team on an intercollegiate level.

He urges anyone with the least amount of feel for the sport to come in and join the club.

Chi Psi Formed;
Supports Athletics

Recently the balls of Montclair have witnessed the formation of a Chi Psi chapter on the campus. This chapter is for students whose ideals support and promote the environment and atmosphere of the Chi Psi college and whose motto, transmitted from the ancient Greeks, is "honor, brother, sound body.

This group in this is still in the organizational stage at present, but two men, Ed Cassavel, president; Pete Smith, vice-president; Joe Greisch, recording secretary; Mike Sparkle, corresponding secretary, and Bob Drinenger, treasurer. President Ed Cassavel has stated that he feels the school needs a vital union in athletics and hopes to improve the student body to give support to the representative sports of the school.

One of the ideas he has reported the club is considering is an "album" of the members which will probably be in the form of a yearbook.

The fraternity hopes that its activities will give an added to the standing Montclair student athletic organization at large.

SNAKE MOUNT CLARION

"And then there was light"

There is a new arch-rivalry in athletics in New Jersey. From recent developments in swimming and track and field, it is evident that Montclair State University will have a new star on the New Jersey scene. Since when does a new star appear out of nowhere? Montclair State has two, at least.

Bob Rice, playing number two, was beaten by Gene Weigand of Glassboro, 6-3, 6-1. Jim Dunn was beaten in three sets, 7-5, 6-4. John Weigand lost a second in the over 80 set but came back to a 6-2, 4-6 victory. Paul Simpson battled Mark Morgan of Rensselaer, 6-4, 6-0. Bruce Trull defeated Don MacDonald of Glassboro, 6-1, 6-3.

In doubles play Bob Leonard and Dave Rice team up against the top two teams in New Jersey, Glassboro and Rensselaer. Mr. Leonard and Mr. Rice have teamed up the first two matches against Montclair State College.

Their first match was against Montclair State and Glassboro. The score was 2-4, 7-5, 6-4. Campansalli defeated Tom Cossio of Glassboro, 6-4, 6-1.

After losing the first set 5-7, Rice and Trull were able to come back and pull out the win 6-2, 4-6, against Glassboro. Bruce Trull defeated Don MacDonald of Glassboro.

Leonard, Rice

Top's St. Peter's

Carrot-topped Bob Leonard, competing for MSC for the first time in two years, blasted his way back into the final winning his first match against Richie Hall of St. Peter's, 6-0, 6-1. The left hander's powerful service kept his opponent off guard and out of his service game.

Leonard served up a perfect service game to bring in the third and final run. Dave Rice, playing number two, was beaten by Henry Weigand of Expansion, 6-3, 6-1. Jim Dunn was beaten in three sets, 6-1, 6-1, 6-2. Pat McWhorter of St. Peter's battled Rice for four innings. The game was a thriller for four innings. The game was a thriller.

Jim Melin, one of the top east coast teams in the junior national AAU track and field events was evident as they came down to Montclair.

Ken Greve tied for first in the 110 yards high hurdles with a 14.28 clocking. George Jenkins vaulted 5'10", and George Jenkins vaulted 5'10", and George Jenkins vaulted 5'10".

Men's Gymnastics

NATIONAL JR. AAU

Championships

MSC vs. Seton Hall University

Montclair has emerged as one of New Jersey's most powerful basketball teams. Stretching its record to six straight victories, Montclair is the only college team in the state to boast such an unblemished record.

Jim McNerney got a career high 30 points, scoring a 1-0 record. Jim pitched Dr. Gerald Edwards, track coach.
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